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The year of his birth is not known. The first dependable
date snpplied by the sources concerning his activities is the
year 682/1284, at the beginning of Arghiin's rule. He must
have been •well known by that time on account of his
experience and many-sided knowledge. The last certain date
is 1291, the year of his death. During the years between
1284 and 1291 (682-689) is. therefore, to be found the story
of his rise and of his career as a statesman, to which we now
propose to devote ourselves more closely.
Early Years in Baghdad
Sa*d ad-Daula first appears as a physician, a Jewish doctor,1
and during the early years of his public career he is always
referred to as such. According to an-^uwairi,* Sa'd ad-Daula
devoted himself, from the very commencement of his
activities, to medicine, which must hence have been his
original profession. Abu'1-Fida5,3 however, reports that in the
beginning Sa*d ad-Daula acted in the artisan market at
Mosul as an auctioneer (dallal). But in the light of his later
career both contradictory statements might be correct, for
even in later years Sa!d ad-Daula combined with equal success
the art of the great physician and that of the practical
administrator and expert financier.
In any case., at first we meet "him as a physician in govern-
ment service at Baghdad.4 From the sources we learn that,
together with his medical practice, he found opportunities
of making himself familiar with all fiscal questions at Baghdad ;
according to B-ashid ad-Din 5 he was appointed a member of
1 Ibn al-FuwaLi, p. 450, <_£j^Jl /v^-l '• in Hashid ad-Din, f. 149a,
s MS. Leiden, fol. 203a:    j^£ . . . ^kJ\,   j;-*.  .^+\ J ji   J.
» Ed. Beiske, iv, 18:     J^^l  SellwJI  ^
f, fol. 197a.   Ibn dL-Fuuoati, p. 433, reports that in the year 682
a. certain Sa'd ad-Danla b. a$-Sa£L ad-Daula was dismissed from his
supervision, of the endowment of a Baghdad hospital. Would this be onr
Sa'd ad-Daula ?
* Bashid ad-Din, foL 149a.

